March 27, 2017
Mr. Steven Kepler
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
Division of Environmental Services
450 Robinson Lane
Bellefonte, PA 16823
Subject: Drawdown Permit and Eastern Redbelly Turtle Capture & Relocation Work Plan
Hazard Classification Reduction of Milltown Dam (DEP ID No. D15-146)
East Goshen Township, Chester County, Pennsylvania
Dear Mr. Kepler,
East Goshen Township (Township) owns and operates Milltown Dam (DEP ID No. D15-146) as
a recreational facility. The dam is currently classified as a High Hazard (C-1) structure and the
Spillway Design Flood (SDF) is currently established as the 1/2 Probable Maximum Flood (PMF).
Constructed in 1923-1924, the structure no longer complies with current dam safety regulations,
the most significant of which is inadequate spillway capacity. In order to address dam safety
concerns, the Township is proposing to reduce the hazard classification of Milltown Dam which
will reduce the SDF from the ½ PMF to the 100-year storm. This will be accomplished by lowering
the existing spillway and right embankment which in turn will eliminate the permanent pool and
reduce the storage volume impounded by this structure, reducing the potential for downstream
consequences in the unlikely event of a dam failure and uncontrolled release of water. In
preparation for the embankment lowering project which is anticipated to occur in 2018, the
Township is proposing to permanently dewater the reservoir in 2017 in order to establish a
vegetative ground cover throughout the reservoir. The dewatering activities will require approval
from both the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission through a “Permit to Draw Off Water from
Impoundments” and from the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), Division of Dam
Safety, for modifications to the existing dam in support of the drawdown activities.
The Township currently holds a Permit to Draw Off Water From Impoundments (Permit #31-15)
which is effective from May 1, 2015 through August 31, 2017 (refer to Attachment A) and is
herein requesting that this permit be extended for two years.
The following information is provided in support of the Township’s request to permanently
dewater the reservoir formed by Milltown Dam.
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Background Information
Milltown Dam (39° 58’ 2.97” N; 75°32’39.45” W) and reservoir are situated on and discharge to
East Branch of Chester Creek and are bounded by East Strasburg Road to the north, Reservoir
Road to the west and West Chester Pike (Route 3) is located approximately 600-feet to the south
of the dam. The 6.3 square mile drainage area extends to the north into West Goshen Township
and primarily consists of residential type development. The location of the dam and the
contributing watershed are shown on the Watershed Map provided within Attachment B.
Photographs of Milltown Dam and the surrounding area are provided in Attachment C.
Permitted in 1921 by the Water Supply Commission of Pennsylvania, Milltown Dam and
Reservoir were originally constructed as an extension of the water supply system for the Borough
of West Chester as a water storage reservoir with a storage capacity of 21,835,000 gallons.
Constructed between 1923 and 1924, Milltown Dam is an earthen embankment dam with a
concrete core wall, a concrete ogee spillway and valve house. The dam has a maximum height of
approximately 20 feet and is 350 feet long. The 69-foot long concrete ogee spillway was
constructed at the former location of the East Branch Chester Creek stream channel. The valve
house is located on the crest of the dam adjacent to the spillway and is situated directly over the
value chamber. The valve house contains the controls for the low level dewatering system which
consists of two intake conduits (16-inch and a 24-inch) and a 24-inch discharge pipe that releases
to East Branch Chester Creek.
By 1961, heavy sedimentation had reduced functionality of Milltown Reservoir as a water supply
reservoir and in 1984, the West Chester Area Municipal Authority (WCAMA) transferred
ownership of Milltown Dam to Mr. Robert Wiggins. In 1985, Mr. Wiggins grants the tract of land
containing Milltown Dam and Reservoir to East Goshen Township who immediately made
improvements to the dam including armoring the upstream and downstream embankment slopes
with riprap, reconstructing the upper portions of the spillway training walls, reconstructing
portions of the spillway, and replacing dislodged riprap below the spillway. Since the 1985
rehabilitation project, maintenance and repair activities have included the addition of trash racks
to the low level intake conduits, raising the left embankment by 18-inches by adding riprap, slush
grouting of riprap on the downstream right embankment, surface concrete repairs on the spillway,
and valve stem and guide replacements on the 24-inch sluice gate within the valve chamber.
The improvements associated with the proposed hazard classification reduction project will
ultimately lower the concrete spillway crest by approximately 5.7-feet which will place the
lowered crest at or near the top of sediment elevation within the reservoir. This will eliminate the
permanent pool of the reservoir. The right embankment of the dam will also be lowered to a point
approximately 3.5-feet above the lowered spillway crest. This configuration will maintain daily
flows within the spillway channel and will nearly eliminate the entire storage volume of the
reservoir, resulting in a reduced hazard classification for this structure.
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Redbelly Turtle Capture and Relocation Work Plan
Based on the results of the PNDI Search for this project (Project Search ID PNDI-614355)
performed on November 13, 2016, it is our understanding that Milltown Reservoir is known to
support redbelly turtles (Pseudemys rubriventris) which are a PA State-listed Threatened species.
In support of the drawdown permit, the Township is proposing to capture and relocate redbelly
turtles from the reservoir prior to the start of the drawdown activities. The services of DuBois
Environmental Consultants LLC (DuBois), who as a listed, qualified surveyor for redbelly turtles,
have been secured to perform this task. The capture and relocation plan as prepared by DuBois is
provided within Attachment D.
Drawdown Approach and Schedule
In anticipation of Milltown Dam Hazard Reduction Project, the Township wishes to permanently
dewater the reservoir in a phased approach beginning in the spring of 2017. It is anticipated that
the phased drawdown will be accomplished by notching the existing concrete spillway to
predetermined elevations. Each subsequent phase will be initiated by the Township once the
previously exposed portions of the reservoir bed have been vegetated. The first phase (Phase 1)
will lower the spillway crest by approximately 14-inches. Phase 2 and 3 will subsequently lower
the spillway crest in 18-inch increments. Refer to Attachment E for plan drawings showing the
proposed modifications to the spillway crest and a plan view showing the anticipated area of the
reservoir to be exposed with each phase of the drawdown. It is anticipated that the Township will
follow with the Hazard Classification Reduction Project in 2018 that will complete the lowering
of the principal spillway and right embankment.
The following schedule is anticipated:
April 2017:

Obtain approval from PFBC and DEP Dam Safety to proceed with Redbelly
Turtle Capture and Relocation Program, secure drawdown permit & obtain
approval of spillway notching approach.

April-May 2017:

Implement Redbelly Turtle Capture and Relocation Program (20 days).

May 2017:

Phase 1 reservoir drawdown (lower spillway crest to El. 341.0). See Note.

July 2017:

Phase 2 reservoir drawdown (lower spillway crest to El. 339.5). See Note.

September 2017:

Phase 3 reservoir drawdown (lower spillway crest to El. 338.0). See Note.

2018:

Set spillway crest to final elevation as part of the Hazard Reduction Project.

Note: Phase 1 spillway lowering will immediately follow the 20-day redbelly turtle capture and
relocation program. The Phase 2 and Phase 3 spillway lowerings will be dependent upon
establishment of vegetation within those portions of the reservoir exposed by the Phase 1 and
Phase 2 lowerings, respectively.
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ATTACHMENT A
Township’s Existing Permit to Draw Off Water From
Impoundments
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ATTACHMENT B
Milltown Dam Location and Watershed Map

March 23, 2017

MAR. 2017
FIGURE B.1
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ATTACHMENT C
Photographs of Milltown Dam

March 23, 2017

EAST GOSHEN TOWNSHIP
MILLTOWN DAM (DEP ID No. D15‐146)

Photo 1
Standing at the principal spillway looking upstream at Milltown Reservoir.
(Reservoir Road located along left side of photo)

Photo 2
View of upstream slope of Milltown Dam right embankment.
Photographs taken on July 21, 2016

Page C.1

EAST GOSHEN TOWNSHIP
MILLTOWN DAM (DEP ID No. D15‐146)

Photo 3
View of downstream slope of Milltown Dam right embankment.

Photo 4
View of ogee spillway crest with low flow notch.
(Standing with back to valve house looking towards left abutment)
Photographs taken on July 21, 2016
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EAST GOSHEN TOWNSHIP
MILLTOWN DAM (DEP ID No. D15‐146)

Page C.3

Photo 5
View from left embankment looking at Valve House and downstream face of concrete spillway.

Photo 6
Standing below right embankment looking at downstream face of concrete spillway.
Photographs taken on July 21, 2016

EAST GOSHEN TOWNSHIP
MILLTOWN DAM (DEP ID No. D15‐146)

Photo 7
Standing below spillway looking downstream at receiving channel.
(East Branch Chester Creek)

Photographs taken on July 21, 2016
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ATTACHMENT D
Redbelly Turtle Capture and Relocation Work Plan

DuBois Environmental Consultants, LLC
D1389.001
March 13, 2017
Ms. Kathy Gipe
Natural Diversity Section
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
450 Robinson Lane
Bellefonte, PA 16823
Re: Proposed Eastern Redbelly Turtle
Capture & Relocation Work Plan
Milltown Reservoir
East Goshen Township, Chester County, PA
Dear Ms. Gipe:
DuBois Environmental Consultants (DEC) was contracted by Gannet Fleming, Inc. to
conduct an eastern redbelly turtle (Pseudemys rubriventris) Phase III survey/salvage throughout
the Milltown Reservoir. The proposed drawdown of the reservoir will coincide with the
termination of the dam structure due to age and safety concerns. Redbelly turtles are known to be
present at this reservoir and are protected by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
(PAFBC). The goal of the trapping and relocation project is capture as many redbelly turtles as
possible within a 20-day period and relocate to other known ponds and lakes in the vicinity of
Chester Creek. Gannet Fleming proposes to dewater the entire reservoir, after which it will remain
drained and half the dam removed. The drawdown plan is to begin lowering the pool elevation in
1 foot increments. This work plan has been prepared to develop pre-survey coordination with the
Fish and Boat Commission and receive concurrence on our proposed methodologies.
Site Location
The project is located at the Milltown Reservoir, situated within East Goshen Township,
Chester County, Pennsylvania. The lake has frontage on Reservoir Road to the west, and West
Chester Pike to the south. E. Strasburg Road is located along the northern boundary but does
not grant access to the lake itself (refer to Figure 1: Pennsylvania Road Map). The reservoir is
located on the West Chester U.S.G.S. Quadrangle with NAD83 coordinates of - 75.545309 W,
39.968863 N located at the approximate center of the site (refer to Figure 2: West Chester USGS
Quadrangle Map). Adjacent land-coverage consists predominantly of residential communities
(refer to Figure 3: Milltown Reservoir Aerial Map). The parcel is located in the Lower
Delaware (HUC 8) and East Branch Chester Creek (HUC 12) watersheds.

249 South Main Street · Suite 6 · Barnegat · New Jersey · 08005
Phone: 609-488-2857 or 609-488-2859
www.denviro.com

Proposed Project
The dam at the Milltown Reservoir is to be removed due to age and safety concerns by
reducing the height of the structure and thereby reducing the storage volume retained by the
structure. The removal of the dam and de-watering of the reservoir will re-establish the stream,
therefore habitat for the redbelly turtle at the Milltown Reservoir will become non-existent. In an
effort to relocate the target species, relocation areas were evaluated to verify that the habitat meets
suitable criteria to support the redbelly turtle population, including size, potential available food
sources, water quality, vicinity to the Milltown Reservoir, and any other potential limiting factors.
These habitats include Westtown Lake, Penn Woods Pond, Marydell Pond and Bow Tree 1 Pond
(refer to Figure 4: Redbelly Turtle Relocation Pond Map). The aforementioned ponds/lakes are
all located within the same watershed, with the exception of Bow Tree 1 Pond, which is located
within the Ridley Creek watershed. Below is a brief description of each potential relocation area.
Westtown Lake
The Westtown Lake is situated on the property of The Westtown School
Township. Adjacent land-coverage consists predominantly of wooded upland
communities. This lake is known to inhabit redbelly turtles and was part of a
relocation project conducted by DEC. The entire open water area is considered
relocation habitat and is approximately 13.46 acres.

in Westtown
and wetland
trapping and
as a suitable

Penn Woods Pond
Penn Woods Pond is ecologically connected to the Westtown Lake through a natural wooded
wetland corridor between the two (2) habitat areas. This pond is known to contain redbelly turtles
and was used in the past to serve as a relocation pond for the Westtown School redbelly turtle
project by DEC. Overall, the entire open water area considered as suitable relocation habitat is
approximately 1.4 acres.
Marydell Pond
This pond is ecologically connected to the Milltown Reservoir through a natural wooded
wetland corridor between the two (2) habitat areas. The pond is associated with one larger aquatic
area to the west. Overall, the entire open water area considered as suitable relocation habitat is
approximately 3.0 acres.
Bow Tree 1 Pond
This pond is not ecologically connected to the Milltown Reservoir, however is associated
with a larger aquatic area to the east and west along the Ridley Creek. Overall, the entire open
water area considered as suitable relocation habitat is approximately 2.0 acres.
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Methodologies
DEC shall obtain a valid scientific collecting permit from the PAFBC which will authorize
the collection and release of any captured redbelly turtles to the aforementioned relocation ponds.
The Phase III survey will incorporate the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The surveys will commence between April 1st to April 30th and will encompass a twenty
(20) day trapping period. The start of the survey is weather dependent.
Trapping will commence when the ambient air temperature is a minimum of 55°F
A minimum of twenty (20) survey dates will be performed and a minimum of eight (8)
man hours will be expended per day.
At the time of the drawdown, DEC will conduct three (3) more days of opportunistic
and random surveys to move additional turtles that do not go into the traps.
All types of terrestrial turtle activities will be recorded (nest construction, completed
nests, predated nests, semi-completed nests, egg laying) of all turtle species.
Each redbelly turtle encountered will be photo-documented by taking pictures of the
carapace, plastron and face/neck markings. For each turtle encountered, information
including the sex, carapace length (straight line and maximum length), carapace width,
weight and details (i.e. scars/injuries) will be collected. Each redbelly turtle will be
marked in a manner consistent with the appropriate State agency and the PAFBC.
The PAFBC will be sent a copy of the survey results for review.

Our office will be on-site for no more than three (3) days during the last stage of the
drawdown process in an effort to capture and relocate any turtle species that are present. Our
office will set up approximately twelve (12) traps in order to capture turtles and relocate them. All
captured red-eared sliders will be disposed of or euthanized unless an alternative method is
provided by the East Goshen Township. All non-targeted turtles will be recorded, held and moved
if necessary.
Based on professional experience monitoring redbelly turtle populations associated with
drawdowns of water features, it has been documented that redbelly turtles will vacate the area once
the water level is lowered. In an effort to accommodate this movement of turtles, trapping will be
conducted in addition to standard removal from the lake itself during the drawdown process. Two
(2) types of traps will be used to capture turtles before and during the complete drawdown of the
lake. Please refer to Figure 5: Redbelly Turtle Trap Location Map for a depiction of trap types
and locations.
Six (6) basking traps approved by the PAFBC will be used in areas of the lake with suitable
sun exposure that served as good basking areas. Turtles are attracted to the floating substrate, and
when they climb atop to bask, the weight of the turtle triggers hinges that cause the turtle to fall
within a confined aquatic cage, and turtles have access to open air.
Six (6) floating hoop traps will be placed within the water, which based on experience has
been successful in capturing a wide variety of species and a high number of individual turtles. The
hoop traps contain multiple mesh compartments, and once entered, a turtle may not escape
Page 3 of 4

however as a floatable feature there is access to open air. The hoop trap will be baited daily with
a mixture of cornmeal and captured sun fish from the lake. This will maximize trapping efforts
since turtles would be looking for a food source after hibernation.
We request a review of this work plan for USFWS approval. Attached please find figures
depicting the survey site and designated survey areas. If you have any questions, comments or
require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact this office. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Bryon DuBois, PWS
Senior Biologist

Enclosures:
Figure 1:
Figure 2:
Figure 3:
Figure 4:
Figure 5:
cc:

Pennsylvania Road Map
West Chester USGS Quadrangle
Milltown Reservoir Aerial Map
Redbelly Turtle Relocation Pond Map
Redbelly Turtle Trap Location Map

Autumn Thomas (Gannet Fleming, Inc.) via email: athomas@gfnet.com

Doc: 03D389RBTWKPL001
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Milltown Reservoir Aerial Map
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ATTACHMENT E
Reservoir Drawdown Plan
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